Strata Control Technology
Geotechnical consulting, research and
instrumentation for mining and civil industries.

Clock-IT
Two Anchor Wire Extensometer
Clock-IT 2 Anchor is a low cost, easily installed, continuous visual
indication monitoring device used to measure displacement in two
horizons about mine roadways. The layout and size of the reading
indicators allow for fast, accurate and continuous measurement
of strata movement.

FEATURES
Industry standard in routine monitoring
2 Anchor
High visibility reflective scale with 5x mechanical multiplier

Two reading indicators, Low (lower horizon) and Total (total
movement) are connected by stainless steel wire to anchors
located up the hole.

50mm travel used for measuring smaller movement
0.5mm accuracy

The T (Top) anchor is attached to the Total indicator (installed to a
maximum depth of 12m)
The L (Lower) anchor is attached to the Low indicator (installed to a
maximum dept of 5m).

Re-settable with large retaining knob
Hole sized 27mm - 57mm (depending on size selected)
Maximum anchor depth: Total = 12m, Lower = 5m
Instrument protrudes 130mm from roof

The total indicator is graduated in 5mm red and white blocks as
well as 1mm graduations and can record up to 50mm movement.
The L (Low) indicator is graduated in 5mm blue and white blocks as
well as 1mm graduations and can record up to 50mm of movement.

Reading the Clock-IT
1. Movement of the Total indicator needle represents the Total movement, from the collar to the upper anchor.
2. Movement of the Low indicator needle represents the lower movement, from the collar to the lower anchor.
3. Roof movement in the horizon between the two anchors is calculated from: Movement between anchors = “T”- “L”

Recommended Hole Sizes
Suggested Hole Diameter Drill Size

Part No.

Small Spring Size

Medium Collar
Small Spring

38mm-45mm
27mm-35mm

CIT2M-10S

Medium Spring Size

Medium Collar
Medium Spring

38mm-45mm
38mm-45mm

CIT2M-10M

Large Spring Size
(Non Stock Item)

Large Collar
Large Spring

50mm-57mm
50mm-57mm

CIT2L-10L
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Installation Procedure

Two Anchor Wire Extensometer
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Drill hole in roof according to the table (over
page) (maximum depth of 12m). Refer to the
carton the Clock-IT was supplied in for spring
size. If using small spring, ream out the collar to
a depth of 0.4m with a 38mm-45mm reamer.
Note: The shorter reamed section makes
installing the spring anchors easier.
Check retaining screws (8 & 9) are loosened
on the face of each readout dial to allow
anchor wire to feed through the instrument.
DO NOT REMOVE SCREW.
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Using the slotted headpiece on the
installation rod, insert the T (Top) spring
anchor (3) attached to the Total Indicator (1)
into the hole and push to upper anchor
location (maximum depth of 12m). Check for
ﬁrm anchorage by pulling lightly on the wire.
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Repeat step 3 to insert the L (Lower) anchor
(4) and push to the lower roof monitoring
position (typically the top of the roof bolted
zone (maximum depth of 5m). Check for ﬁrm
anchorage by pulling lightly on the wire.
Ensure that plastic collar assembly (7) is
ﬁrmly secured in the hole against the roof or
roof mesh, ensuring that the indicator needles
are not fouling against the roof.
Pull the excess wire through each dial side
until the wire is tight. Secure the wire using
the retaining screw (8 & 9). The order of
setting does not matter.
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Using your ﬁnger push the coloured needles (12 &
13) from the "Not Installed Position" to the "0"
mark. (This should be able to be done without
loosening the screw (14 & 15) however you may
need to loosen or tighten to suit)
DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN SCREW AS OVER
TIGHTENING CAN STRIP THE THREAD.

Not Installed

!

Installed

The needle should now be pointing to 0 on
indicators on both faces (back and front). Cut oﬀ
any excess wire protruding the end of the ClockIT. Note: Leave a suﬃcient free length of wire
(20-30cm), for re-setting of the movement
indicator if required.
Place identiﬁer tag (10) with Tell-Tale ID, date and
initial readings adjacent to the tell-tale on roof
strap or similar.
Record details of Clock-IT number, anchor
positions, date, time and initial readings in a log
book.

If movement on either indicator scales exceeds deﬁned limits, then report to mining oﬃcial
and take the recommended remedial action.
Note: Proper installation is vital to achieve an eﬀective monitoring device to characterise roadway
deformation. This is critical to mine safety: any issues with installation must be reported to mine oﬃcials.
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